This study proposes a multiconstrained ascent guidance method for a solid rocket-powered launch vehicle, which uses a hypersonic glide vehicle (HGV) as payload and shuts off by fuel exhaustion. First, pseudospectral method is used to analyze the two-stage launch vehicle ascent trajectory with different rocket ignition modes. Then, constraints, such as terminal height, velocity, flight path angle, and angle of attack, are converted into the constraints within height-time profile according to the second-stage rocket flight characteristics. The closed-loop guidance method is inferred by different spline curves given the different terminal constraints. Afterwards, a thrust bias energy management strategy is proposed to waste the excess energy of the solid rocket. Finally, the proposed method is verified through nominal and dispersion simulations. The simulation results show excellent applicability and robustness of this method, which can provide a valuable reference for the ascent guidance of solid rocket-powered launch vehicles.
Introduction
Hypersonic glide vehicles (HGV) are among the significant means of ultra-long range and fast attacks in the future. A solid rocket-powered launch vehicle is characterized by storage stability, short launch preparation time, and quick launch ability; it is also widely applied as an HGV carrier [1] . A boost-glide vehicle is equipped with an unconventional trajectory and strong maneuverability compared with the traditional ballistic missile. "Glide-insertion" launch trajectory has recently elicited widespread concern [2] . The solid rocket shuts off at the verge of the dense atmosphere, and the HGV directly proceeds with long-distance glide by aerodynamic force after separation. The launch vehicles fly along a low trajectory in the atmosphere and have posed a new challenge to the ascent guidance of launch vehicles.
Researchers have performed many studies on the method for the ascent guidance of launch vehicles, which mainly include reference trajectory design and tracking and atmospheric and exoatmospheric guidance. The reference trajectory design mainly adopts the direct method of trajectory optimization [3] . The famous launch vehicle trajectory optimization software programs POST [4] and OTIS [5] have found a solution that relies on direct shooting and point collocation methods, respectively. The pseudospectral method [6] [7] [8] has recently attracted widespread attention and relevant research achievements have formed special optimization software, such as the renowned GPOPS [9] . Despite good convergence and high computing efficiency, the direct method faces difficulties in online real-time application, particularly in offline trajectory design. In the trajectory tracking guidance, Lu [10] developed a nonlinear trajectory tracking guidance algorithm that tracks the precomputed trajectory and guarantees the satisfaction of the angle of attack and normal force path constraints. Seywald and Cliff [11] used a neighboring optimal control-based feedback law to guide a two-stage launch vehicle.
The indirect method of trajectory optimization is used by a majority of researchers to investigate the closed-loop ascent guidance [3] . Early research focused on the exoatmosphere, and the most representative methods are iterative guidance mode [12] , which is used for the Saturn V rocket, and powered explicit guidance [13] , which is intended for space shuttles. The principle is to infer a semianalytical solution under certain approximate assumptions and to avoid extensive numerical computation by determining a quasioptimal value. Scholars have also developed the endoatmospheric ascent guidance method. Brown and Johnson [14] 2 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering used a linearized aerodynamics model to obtain optimal control. A conventional shooting method and a homotopy procedure were used. However, reliable convergence was not always attained. Dukeman [15] [16] [17] developed a closed-loop ascent guidance algorithm, which adopts a multiple-shooting method to solve a two-point boundary-value problem and to obtain the optimal ascent thrust direction. Lu [18, 19] used the finite difference method to deal with endoatmospheric optimal guidance and presented a connection mode for the two algorithms of endoatmosphere and exoatmosphere. Problems in practical engineering application (i.e., large computing amount and inability to ensure convergence all the time) occur despite a considerable number of studies on endoatmospheric optimal closed-loop guidance.
In addition to using the closed-loop guidance method derived from optimal control theory, the exoatmosphere guidance of ballistic missiles tends to use Lambert guidance [20] [21] [22] , which manipulates thrust direction by elliptic orbit equation in accordance with rocket and target positions. A solid rocket is not equipped with a thrust termination system to simplify the structure. The fuel must be completely consumed. Thus, an energy management method other than Lambert guidance must be employed to waste some of the rocket's excess energy. Patha and McGehee [23] developed an alternate attitude control energy management method, which is an open-loop guidance method and is only suitable for vacuum environment. Zarchan [24] proposed a general energy management method, which is a closed-loop guidance method. The vacuum flight assumption has minimal effect on guidance precision. However, HGV launch is free from the constraint of elliptic orbit. Traditional ballistic missile guidance and energy management methods are no longer applicable.
In terms of HGV launch issues, a majority of scholars consider that the rocket engine can be shut off, and exoatmospheric optimal guidance can be used for launch vehicle to ship it to an appropriate altitude with a desired velocity and flight path angle [2, 25] . Current literature has failed to develop unified and effective solutions to a HGV launch with solid rocket shut off by fuel exhaustion. Xu and Chen [26] developed a spline energy management guidance method but failed to limit the terminal altitude. To address this technical challenge, we have considered various methods, such as designing several groups of nominal trajectories offline and selecting an appropriate trajectory online to conduct the whole-phase tracking guidance based on the estimated terminal velocity and tracking the nominal trajectory in the first stage of launch vehicle and then tracking online generated trajectory after applying open-loop energy management in the second stage to achieve terminal constraint. However, the aforementioned methods are all limited by poor guidance accuracy and robustness. The final proposed method is featured by small calculated amount and good robustness; and it has a certain capacity which constrains the terminal angle of attack while satisfying the HGV separation requirements. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the dynamics model and constraints for the ascent guidance problem. Section 3 optimizes and analyzes the ascent trajectory, which can be used for the tracking guidance of the first-stage rocket. Sections 4 and 5 introduce a spline guidance method and a bias energy management, respectively, which are both used for the second-stage rocket and are implemented together to achieve the HGV separation requirements. Following this, the proposed closed-loop guidance method is tested in Section 6. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 7.
Ascent Guidance Problem Formulation

Dynamics Model.
Consider that the launch vehicle flies in a vertical plane formed between the launch and target position. Due to short flight time, the impact of earth rotation is negligible. The point-mass dynamics of the launch vehicle over a spherical earth is described by the following equations of motion [27] :
where is the velocity, ℎ is the height, is the range, is the flight path angle, is the thrust force, is the angle of attack, 0 is the average radius of the Earth, is the mass of the launch vehicle, and [28] . This study examines a twostage solid rocket launch vehicle with relevant parameters that are reported in Table 1 , and its payload adopts CAV-H [29] .
Ascent Trajectory Constraints.
The bending moment caused by aerodynamic force is a significant consideration in the ascent trajectory. This path constraint is typically in the form of the following inequality:
where max is a nonnegative constant. Equation (5) ensures that the large angle of attack does not appear when the launch vehicle flies through high dynamic pressure areas. Moreover, control variable is restricted within a certain range of value, and its angular rate constraint is considered. Thus, the control constraint models are given by
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Since the separation of the HGV at the verge of a dense atmosphere, some scholars argue that the rocket should also meet the terminal angle of attack constraint * [26] :
Finally, the ascent guidance problem can be described as follows: the two-stage launch vehicle is vertically launched from the ground and the thrust direction is a uniquely controlled variable. The path and the controlled variable constraints should be satisfied during the flight process; additionally, a specified HGV separation condition should be met when the rocket fuel is exhausted.
Ascent Trajectory Analysis
This section uses optimization theory to analyze the ascent trajectory characteristics. The optimization problem is solved by a pseudospectral method using GPOPS. The method and its applications are presented [9] .
In this study, a "glide-insertion" ascent trajectory is considered. It is restricted by the constraints of a bending moment max = 4500 ps-deg, an angle of attack variation rate || ≤ 10 ∘ /s, and a flight path angle variation rate || ≤ 2 ∘ /s. The terminal height and flight path angle constraints are set as ℎ = 60 km and = 0 ∘ , respectively. The cost function is maximum velocity at solid rocket shut-off point, = max ( ). A comparison of different ignition modes is presented as follows.
Case 1. The solid rocket adopts "burn-burn" ignition mode.
Case 2. The solid rocket adopts "burn-coast-burn" ignition mode, and the angle of attack is limited to = 0 ∘ at the firststage rocket separation point to conduct the coasting flight of Ascent trajectory and the corresponding angle of attack curves of the two cases are shown in Figures 1 and 2 , respectively. The results show that Case 2 is superior to Case 1 regardless of range or terminal velocity. For the "glideinsertion" launch mission, the launch vehicle is required to turn agilely; the atmosphere at the altitude where the first-stage rocket shuts off is relatively dense. Therefore, the second-stage rocket ignited after a coasting flight to create a favorable flight environment for closed-loop guidance. As a result, the "burn-coast-burn" ignition mode of the solid rocket is employed for better performance of such launch mission.
This nominal trajectory can be used for tracking guidance of the first stage in order to guarantee a stable flight in the dense atmosphere. This paper does not provide a detailed introduction given that the tracking guidance method is relatively mature [27] . The second-stage rocket can use the closed-loop guidance method proposed in the following sections to achieve terminal multiconstraint requirements.
Spline Guidance Method
The second-stage rocket ignited after reaching an appropriate altitude. The atmospheric density is relatively thin and has minimal influence on the rocket. Thus, aerodynamic force could be ignored in the derivation of the closed-loop guidance method. First, the second derivative of height with respect to time is taken as ℎ =̇sin + cos ⋅.
Equation (9) is simplified by (1) and (2) as follows:
Equations (3) and (10) show that the altitude rateḣ and altitude accelerationḧ are related to height, velocity, flight path angle, and angle of attack. Thrust force is constant, dry mass of launch vehicle is known, and gravity is related to height. Therefore, the terminal constraint variables ( , ℎ , , , ) can be converted to ( , ℎ ,ḣ ,ḧ ). The preceding analysis shows that spline curve, planned in the height-time (H-T) profile, can be used to solve the twopoint boundary problem. The mission requirements indicate that different spline curves are used to solve the problem. If the constraints of terminal height, velocity, and flight path angle are considered, initial conditions ( 0 , ℎ 0 ) and ( 0 ,ḣ 0 ), as well as terminal conditions ( , ℎ ) and ( ,ḣ ), can be selected to obtain the reference trajectory by solving (11a), which is a cubic spline curve equation:
If a terminal angle of attack constraint is found, that is, the constraintḧ is included, the terminal condition ( ,ḧ ) can be further introduced to utilize (11b) quartic spline curve equation to solve the problem
The initial conditions ( 0 ,ḧ 0 ) can be further added to obtain the reference trajectory and ensure the continuity of control command by solving (11c), which is a quintic spline curve equation Figure 3 . Figure 3 shows the change of different spline curves. (10):
wherė= / is axial acceleration, which can be measured by the inertial navigation system. Equation (12) However, when the aerodynamic effect and control constraints are introduced, the launch vehicle cannot fly along the planned curve, and the guidance command needs to be conducted with closed-loop correction. Closed-loop command generation involves two methods. One is prediction guidance, which constrains the current and terminal state through spline curve in each guidance period. Therefore, command ref is needed in real-time computing. This method is suitable for the problem without initial control constraint. This method cannot be used by (11c).
The other method is using trajectory tracking guidance, which takes aerodynamic influence and system uncertainty as disturbance factors to track online generated spline curves. The tracking control law can be described as
where
] can be calculated offline by linear quadratic regulator control law [25] and held constant. Constant gains cannot always ensure optimal performance. Nevertheless, they are suited for the situation in which the aerodynamic forces are negligible compared with the thrust force, and deviations from the nominal path are small. Figure 4 shows the angle of attack curves with different spline guidance methods. The cubic and quartic spline prediction guidance do not introduce the initial angle of attack constraint. The beginning shows a convergence process that is caused by the deviation from guidance command and control constraint. Moreover, cubic spline prediction guidance does not introduce the terminal angle of attack constraint. The large command change occurs at the time close to the final time because the planned curve is updated in real time. The cubic spline tracking guidance first uses prediction guidance to eliminate initial deviation and then generates nominal trajectory to implement tracking guidance. Its terminal command is relatively smooth. The quintic spline tracking International Journal of Aerospace Engineering (ℎ, , , ) . If the terminal velocity ( ) is not consistent with the expected speed * , the terminal constraints cannot be met even if the flight is conducted in accordance with the nominal curve. Therefore, a reasonable velocity control method should be conducted to achieve the desired state. An energy management strategy should be introduced for the solid rocket.
Bias Energy Management
The solid rocket is usually not equipped with a thrust termination system and shuts off by fuel exhaustion to reduce structure mass and improve reliability. The maximum velocity increment of the solid rocket can be expressed as [24] 
where 0 and represent the ignition and shut-off time of the rocket, respectively; 0 and are corresponding rocket mass; and sp is the engine specific impulse. The parameters on the right side of (14) can be confirmed in advance. The velocity produced by solid fuel is greater than the mission requirement. Therefore, energy management is needed to consume excess velocity.
The second-stage rocket guidance can be divided into the energy management and the closed-loop guidance phases. The energy management phase can be further divided into two phases. First, terminal velocity estimation method is used to calculate excess velocity. Second, energy management deceleration control is conducted based on excess velocity.
The analytical estimation method to estimate the terminal velocity is inaccurate under the effect of aerodynamic force. Therefore, the integral estimation method, which adopted closed-loop guidance, can be used. The closed-loop guidance command is also needed as a base command in the energy management process to ensure that the rocket is at a reasonable flight state. The analysis of the different spline guidance methods indicated that the cubic spline tracking guidance is suitable for estimating the terminal velocity without the need to update the curve in real time. Cubic spline prediction guidance can calculate the command in every guidance cycle, which is suitable as energy management base command.
The mass flow ratiȯdeviation is large. Although is not affected, the deviation of occurs, which is a vital parameter for closed-loop guidance and terminal velocity estimation. Thus, anḋestimation schemes should be introduced. Given that the axial velocity increment ( ) is known at any time, the residual velocity increment can be expressed as
Based on the inverse of (15), the estimated mass flow ratiôi ŝ̇=
The estimated shut-off timêcan be expressed aŝ The parameterŝ̇and̂can be computed in real time. Thus, excess velocity is
where ref ( ) is velocity variation generated by spline guidance command. Equation (18) shows that ref ( ) must be changed to reduce . Moreover, the only controllable variable of the solid rocket is thrust direction . Figure 5 shows that the actual thrust direction bias Δ is relative to the guidance command ref and forms horizontal projection cos(Δ ) and vertical projection sin(Δ ) in the guidance command direction. Vertical projection changes the current flight status to make the rocket deviate from the desired trajectory and thus affects the next cycle guidance command. Horizontal projection can be considered as the main factor that causes the change of ref ( ) at the current time given that the aerodynamic effect of the angle of attack is small. Therefore, the excess velocity variation ratė caused by Δ can be expressed aṡ
The excess velocity is usually within a reasonable and controllable range. Therefore, could be converged to zero at the expected time as long as the reasonablėchange law is designed. When the dynamic processes and control constraints are not considered, an exponential decay curve, which takes time as the independent variable, is used to describe :
where is the end time of energy management, 0 is the excess velocity at time 0 , is exponential decay coefficient, and > 1 means that, with the change of time, the excess velocity is reduced as nonlinear. The first-order derivative of time to iṡ=
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The actual̇cannot be in accordance witḣbecause of the aerodynamic effect and control constraints. Therefore,ṁ ust be conducted with correction in real time. That is, 0 = and 0 = .̇is further simplified aṡ
Equation (22) is substituted to the left side of (19) and inverse operation is conducted to obtain the bias command Δ :
Equation (23) shows that the sign of Δ can be either positive or negative, which means that the thrust deflection direction can be located on both sides of ref . In the energy management process, the rocket deviates from the desired path given that bias Δ , which always exists between and
is increased or decreased constantly if unilateral bias is adopted during the entire process. The large ref is not conducive to consume given the constraint of . Therefore, the bias command reversal strategy should be introduced. Repeated reversals should be avoided given that energy management time usually does not last long, and control constraint exists. Therefore, a simple and efficient single reversal strategy is proposed that almost equally distributes the energy management time on both sides. Finally, energy management command and reversal strategy are shown in
where sgn is the sign of thrust bias direction, Δ = − 0 is the energy management time, and Tra is the reversal compensation time, which is used to conduct approximate compensation for the inversion time brought by the control variation rate constraint. Equation (25) shows that thrust bias direction is the same with closed-loop command direction at initial time. The thrust bias direction is reversed when the time exceeds the set reversal time.
The energy management can be ended when (26) is met:
where is a small constant value. Equation (26) shows that energy management can be ended and converted to the closed-loop guidance when is reduced to a certain value. Energy management related change curves are given as in Figures 6 and 7 . Figure 6 shows that different can be converged to zero in expected time within the range of rocket velocity waste capability. The larger the exponential coefficient is, the faster the decay becomes. Figure 7 shows change curves under the control constraint and the thrust bias inversion strategy. The rocket is guaranteed to be at a reasonable position in space given that contains the closed-loop guidance command.
The finished energy management can be converted to the closed-loop guidance. The different mission requirements indicate that corresponding spline guidance can be adopted. Cubic spline guidance can be used if no terminal angle of attack constraint exists. The quintic spline guidance can be utilized for its better continuity on control command than the quartic spline guidance when a terminal angle of attack constraint exists. The terminal velocity prediction is obtained by the cubic spline guidance. However, the influence of the control difference on terminal velocity is minimal under reasonable constraints. The multiconstrained closedloop guidance flow chart is shown in Figure 8 .
Simulation Results
This section conducts nominal and dispersion simulations to test the applicability and robustness of the multiconstrained closed-loop guidance method. The second-stage rocket is ignited when it reaches a suitable height. The initial states at the second-stage ignition time are shown in Table 2 , and the five group terminal constraint conditions are presented in Table 3 . The control constraints in the process of simulation are | | ≤ 50 ∘ and |̇| ≤ 10 ∘ /s. The energy management time is Δ = 45 s, and the exponential decay parameter is = 3.
Nominal Cases.
The cubic spline guidance in the closedloop guidance phase is used for the cases (i.e., Cases 2 and 5) without a terminal angle of attack constraint. The others can adopt quintic spline guidance. Corresponding simulation results are indicated in Table 4 and Figures 9-12 .
The simulation results show that this guidance algorithm can achieve the constraints of different terminal height, velocity, flight path angle, and angle of attack. Figure 9 shows the change of height under different terminal constraints. Figure 10 shows that the angle of attack change is relatively 5 is opposite to that in Cases 1 and 3. Cubic or quintic spline guidance in terminal closed-loop guidance phase is selected according to whether an angle of attack constraint requirement exists or not. Figure 11 proves that the change of the flight path angle is consistent with the change of guidance command. Figure 12 shows that the rocket can complete the dissipation of excess velocity at the desired time through energy management.
Dispersion Testing.
To further test the guidance performance and robustness under a wide array of common random dispersions in ascent flight, Monte Carlo simulations are implemented 1,000 times for Case 3. The specific impulse, mass flow ratio, aerodynamic coefficients, and atmospheric density are all dispersed. The dispersions obey the Gaussian distribution and are shown in Table 5 . The simulations statistical results are presented in Figure 13 and Table 6 . The simulation results show that the dispersion of terminal state deviation is well-distributed and within the reasonable range. Therefore, this algorithm possesses favorable robustness and can meet the guidance requirements under the influence of uncertainties.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a multiconstrained ascent guidance method for a solid rocket-powered launch vehicle, which takes a hypersonic glide vehicle as the load and shuts off by fuel exhaustion. The pseudospectral method is used to analyze ascent trajectory characteristics. Moreover, determining the "glide-insertion" launch trajectory with rocket "burncoast-burn" ignition mode is suitable for such flight missions. Based on the characteristics of the second-stage rocket flight phase, a multiconstrained closed-loop guidance method based on spline curve and the corresponding bias energy management strategy are proposed. Finally, the nominal and the dispersion simulations are used to verify the closed-loop guidance method. The simulation results prove the excellent applicability and robustness of this method, which can be used as a reference for the ascent trajectory design and guidance method of solid rocket-powered launch vehicles.
